Phonetic accommodation to natural and synthetic voices: Behavior of groups and individuals in speech shadowing
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A B S T R A C T

The present study investigates whether native speakers of German phonetically accommodate to natural and synthetic voices in a shadowing experiment. We aim to determine whether this phenomenon, which is frequently found in HHI, also occurs in HCI involving synthetic speech. The examined features pertain to different phonetic domains: allophonic variation, schwa epenthesis, realization of pitch accents, word-based temporal structure and distribution of spectral energy. On the individual level, we found that the participants converged to varying subsets of the examined features, while they maintained their baseline behavior in other cases or, in rare instances, even diverged from the model voices. This shows that accommodation with respect to one particular feature may not predict the behavior with respect to another feature. On the group level, the participants of the natural condition converged to all features under examination, however very subtly so for schwa epenthesis. The synthetic voices, while partly reducing the strength of effects found for the natural voices, triggered accommodating behavior as well. The predominant pattern for all voice types was convergence during the interaction followed by divergence after the interaction.

We present an analysis of accommodation with respect to a set of phonetic phenomena in a speech shadowing experiment. In this experiment, native speakers of German repeat short German sentences immediately after hearing them from a female or a male model speaker. The voices are either natural or synthetic. The overall assumption is that the participants accommodate their speech to that of the respective model speaker. More specifically, we expect to find convergence towards the model speakers. This expectation is motivated below (Section 1.4).

The phonetic phenomena under examination include allophonic variation and schwa epenthesis as segment-level phenomena, the realization of pitch accents as a phenomenon of local prosody, as well as the word-based temporal structure and distribution of spectral energy as measures of global similarity. Conducting an analysis of accommodation on such a diverse set of features pertaining to different phonetic domains allows for an extensive assessment of the participants' behavior. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that investigates the accommodation of such phenomena when shadowing short utterances and includes both natural and synthetic speech stimuli as accommodation targets.

The results are discussed at the group level with the aim to compare the accommodating behavior of humans towards natural and synthetic

1. Introduction

In this paper we discuss phonetic accommodation in spoken interaction. The term accommodation is used in the sense of an adjustment to the circumstances. In the case of spoken interaction, this refers to adjustments made by a speaker as a reaction to being exposed to another speaker. As a consequence, the speech of the interlocutors may become more or less similar to each other. The former behavior is called convergence and the latter divergence.

Phonetic accommodation has been found in human spoken interaction (e.g., Pardo, 2006; Levitan and Hirschberg, 2011; Lewandowski, 2012) and has been linked to communicative success and dialog quality (e.g., Lee et al., 2010; Manson et al., 2013; Borrie et al., 2015). The present work contributes to the growing body of studies on phonetic accommodation which consider the fact that we are no longer communicating exclusively with human interlocutors (e.g., Levitan et al., 2016; Lubold et al., 2016; Befuš et al., 2018) by including natural as well as synthetic voices into the experimentation. We intend to determine whether phonetic accommodation occurs to a similar extent in human-computer interaction (HCI) involving synthetic speech as it does in human-human interaction (HHI).

We present an analysis of accommodation with respect to a set of phonetic phenomena in a speech shadowing experiment. In this experiment, native speakers of German repeat short German sentences immediately after hearing them from a female or a male model speaker. The voices are either natural or synthetic. The overall assumption is that the participants accommodate their speech to that of the respective model speaker. More specifically, we expect to find convergence towards the model speakers. This expectation is motivated below (Section 1.4).

The phonetic phenomena under examination include allophonic variation and schwa epenthesis as segment-level phenomena, the realization of pitch accents as a phenomenon of local prosody, as well as the word-based temporal structure and distribution of spectral energy as measures of global similarity. Conducting an analysis of accommodation on such a diverse set of features pertaining to different phonetic domains allows for an extensive assessment of the participants' behavior. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that investigates the accommodation of such phenomena when shadowing short utterances and includes both natural and synthetic speech stimuli as accommodation targets.

The results are discussed at the group level with the aim to compare the accommodating behavior of humans towards natural and synthetic
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speech. Since idiosyncratic variation in accommodation is often observed (e.g., Pardo et al., 2018), the results are further discussed for individual speakers.

This article summarizes and improves upon previous analyses of the allophonic variation and schwa eponthesis (Gessinger et al., 2017), as well as the pitch accent realization (Gessinger et al., 2018). In particular, it expands on them by including an additional phase of the experiment, namely the post production after the actual speech shadowing task, which allows to assess whether the accommodation effect is sustained. The analyses of the word-based temporal structure and distribution of spectral energy, as well as the individual behavior of the participants have not previously been published.

1.1. Theoretical frameworks

The phenomenon of inter-speaker accommodation is often assessed in the framework of the Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT), a generalized model of communicative interaction (Giles, 1973; Giles et al., 1991; Shepard et al., 2001). The theory assumes interpersonal conversation to be a dynamic adaptive exchange of verbal and nonverbal behavior. During this exchange, the listener-speaker directs their attention to the speech of the interlocutor and adjusts their own speech as a way of reducing or increasing social distance to the interlocutor. According to CAT, convergence will therefore occur when social distance should be decreased — as opposed to divergence, which will occur when social distance should be increased. This suggests that accommodating behavior is socially motivated and, to some extent, consciously controlled by the speaker.

The Interactive Alignment Model (IAM) (Pickering and Garrod, 2004, 2013) represents another point of view, which is reflected in the use of the term alignment instead of accommodation. Where accommodation allows for both converging and diverging behavior, alignment necessarily leads to an increased similarity, hence convergence. The model postulates that it is a priming mechanism that leads to alignment between interlocutors during conversation. This suggests that converging behavior is an automatic process which is triggered subconsciously.

Both theories, as opposing as they might appear at first sight, concurrently agree that convergence is deeply rooted in human communicative behavior. They are not mutually exclusive, as both the social motivation and the automatic process can coexist and vary in dominance between individuals, which could partially explain the fact that different speakers exhibit different degrees of accommodation.

A model of phonetic accommodation combining the two accounts is likely to be a better approximation of the actual phenomenon than restricting oneself to either one of the theories (e.g., Krauss and Pardo, 2004; Babel, 2010; Coles-Harris, 2017).

The two accounts might further be weighted differently in different types of communicative interaction. Section 1.4 discusses their respective relevance for the present shadowing experiment.

1.2. Influence of the interlocutor

It has been shown that the interlocutor significantly influences the degree of phonetic accommodation exhibited by a speaker. A selection of influential factors that have been raised in this context is presented in this section.

First of all, the attitude towards the interlocutor in terms of their perceived attractiveness and likability can have an influence on accommodation. Schweitzer and Lewandowski (2014), for example, found a strengthened convergence effect for first and second vowel forms with increasing perceived likability of the interlocutor. In an analysis of measures related to fundamental frequency by Michalsky and Schoormann (2017), likability was predictive of convergence as well, but increasing perceived attractiveness was a stronger predictor. In Schweitzer et al. (2017), however, effects of convergence and divergence with respect to pitch accent realization were more pronounced when speakers disliked their respective interlocutor. These three studies treated conversational interaction. In a shadowing experiment evaluating similarity perceived by listeners, Babel et al. (2014) found that the effect of attractiveness on convergence only applied to female speakers.

Furthermore, the hierarchy between speaker and interlocutor can be relevant for phonetic accommodation. Results by Gregory and Webster (1996) analyzing long-term average spectra (LTAS) in conversational interaction suggest that speakers on the lower end of the hierarchy or in a less dominant role, converge to the hierarchically higher or more dominant interlocutor.

The aspect of social dominance may also play a role for the following factor, namely whether the speaker’s sex matches that of the interlocutor (cf. Bilous and Krauss, 1988). Analyses of this factor have yielded varied outcomes. Levitan et al. (2012), for example, found more convergence of acoustic-prosodic features such as fundamental frequency, intensity, voice quality, and speaking rate in the conversational interaction of mixed-sex dyads as opposed to same-sex dyads. Bailly and Martin (2014), on the other hand, observed stronger convergence for same-sex dyads in an analysis of vowel spectra and global convergence as assessed by means of a speaker recognition technique.

A final factor, examined by Babel et al. (2014) as well, concerns the typicality of the interlocutor’s voice. Typicality was quantified here by means of a speeded identification task to determine the ease of speaker sex classification as female or male. In the evaluation of similarity perceived by listeners, men showed convergence only towards the more atypical voices, whereas women converged to the typical voices as well.

Apart from the obvious differences between settings and features, it should be mentioned that these studies examined various languages situated in different societies whose influence, especially with respect to social factors, needs to be taken into account (German/Germany in Schweitzer and Lewandowski (2014), Michalsky and Schoormann (2017), Schweitzer et al. (2017), French/France in Bailly and Martin (2014), and English/USA in Gregory and Webster, 1996; Levitan et al., 2012; Babel et al., 2014).

All of these factors potentially influence the outcome of the present study.

For instance, the voice typicality factor can be quantified in various other ways than as the ease of female-male-classification. In the present study, a more prominent source of atypicality is the use of synthetic voices in the experiment. Synthetic voices emulate human voices, but we can assume that they are to some extent not typical of human voices. If there is an effect of atypicality promoting convergence for certain groups of speakers, the synthetic voices may be more successful here — unless there is a threshold of how atypical a voice can be before such an effect is inhibited or even reversed to divergence.

The hierarchical situation in a shadowing task is not clear. Does the model speaker who is shadowed by the participant play a dominant role? This may vary according to the perception of the participant. In any case, only the participant can accommodate to the model speakers in the present study, since the stimuli are prefabricated and merely played back to the participant during the shadowing task.

We collected simple scores for perceived naturalness and likability of the model voices from the participants. Information about the sex of participant and interlocutor is taken into consideration in the analysis of the data, where applicable.

When talking about the interlocutor in spoken interaction, we typically picture this to be another human. However, the interaction with computers via spoken language is becoming more and more integrated into our everyday life. Therefore, it is of valid interest to include this interlocutor type into considerations about phonetic accommodation.

It is certainly a non-trivial question whether the social aspects discussed so far hold for a virtual interlocutor as well. Starting with the social motivation advocated by CAT all the way to the factors mentioned in this section, it seems crucial for the interlocutor to be perceived as a social actor. Nass et al. (1994) claimed that the latter is indeed the case for computers, too. This concept has been established.
as the Computers are Social Actors (CASA) paradigm (Reeves and Nass, 1996; Nass and Moon, 2000). We can therefore assume that a virtual interlocutor should generally be able to trigger phonetic accommodation in a human speaker. This has been demonstrated to be the case for global prosodic features such as speaking rate and intensity (e.g., Bell et al., 2003; Oviatt et al., 2004; Suzuki and Katagiri, 2007). It has even been proposed that accommodation in the form of convergence may be stronger when communicating with a computer as compared to a fellow human, if it is the speaker’s belief that this leads to greater communicative success (Branigan et al., 2010).

One component of HCI is the use of synthetic speech. Just as it is the case with human voices, there may be synthetic voices that are considered to be more or less attractive, likable, typical, natural, or dominant, leading to varying reactions on the side of the human interlocutor. In the present study, we use natural speech and two types of synthetic speech (diphone- and hidden Markov model (HMM)-based) to assess whether participants accommodate to them to the same or different degrees.

1.3. Experimental settings and phonetic features

The experimental settings in which phonetic accommodation has been observed include dynamic, conversational approaches (e.g., Pardo, 2006; Levitan and Hirschberg, 2011; Lewandowski, 2012; Schweitzer et al., 2017; Michalsky and Schoormann, 2017), and also less interactive tasks, such as consecutive speech shadowing, in which a participant repeats an utterance immediately after hearing it from a model speaker (e.g., Shockley et al., 2004; Babel et al., 2014; Walker and Campbell-Kibler, 2015; Dias and Rosenblum, 2016; Pardo et al., 2017). The former qualify as fully social scenarios and therefore likely trigger the social motivation for accommodation. A shadowing task, on the other hand, generates a socially impoverished interaction during which the automatic motivation to accommodate might be predominant.

The present study uses a shadowing paradigm. However, unlike most shadowing experiments investigating accommodation, participants shadow full sentences instead of single, often mono- or bisyllabic (non-)words.

Babel (2012), for example, asked participants to repeat low frequency monosyllabic English words (e.g., breeze, smug) “as clearly and naturally as possible” (p. 180) after a male model speaker and measured the difference in distance in the F1–F2 formant space. While testing various vowels, [æ] and [ɛ] showed the strongest convergence effect. A possible explanation offered by Babel (2012) is the fact that these low vowels vary regionally in North American English. This might have resulted in a greater a priori phonetic distance between participants and model speaker, hence more space for the participants to converge to the latter.

Dufour and Nguyen (2013) used bisyllabic French words ending in /ɛ/ (e.g., beauté, soirée) or /e/ (e.g., projet, jamais) and measured F1 to test whether speakers of Southern French, who usually produce both endings as [ɛ], converge to a Standard French model speaker, who differentiates [ɛ] and [e]. After hearing a word from the female model speaker, participants were either asked to shadow it (“repeat it as naturally and as clearly as possible”, p. 3) or to imitate it (“repeat it by imitating the speaker’s specific pronunciation”, p. 3). A convergence effect was found for both groups; however, it was stronger in the imitation group. For the shadowing group, it only occurred for words that had not been used in a pre-test, i.e., words participants heard for the first time during the shadowing task.

In Mitterer and Müßeler (2013) participants repeated bisyllabic German words (e.g., spielen, Streife, fertig, Käfig) and non-words (e.g., spinnen, streifen, onsis, wissig) “as quickly as possible” (p. 561) after a female model speaker to test the influence of being confronted with different phonetic implementations of the fricative-stop clusters, namely [fp]/[ft] vs. [sp]/[st], and the word ending (-ig), namely [ɪ] vs. [ɪ]. [ fp]/[ft] and [ɪ] are the Standard German forms. [ sp]/[st] are Northern German realizations of the fricative-stop clusters, while [ɪ] is a Southern German realization of the word ending (-ig). However, Mitterer and Müßeler (2013) state that the two variations “differ clearly in their markedness” (p. 560), with the fricative-stop cluster variation being indisputedly dialectal and the (-ig) variation having a rather unclear status. Both variations were imitated by the participants, with the more salient fricative-stop clusters showing a stronger effect. Most corrections occurred for the word ending (-ig) from stimulus [ɪ] to participant production [ɪ].

The fact that participants in the present study shadow full sentences moves the task from mere repetition slightly in the direction of conversational interaction. Shadowing short words entails a narrow focus and facilitates attention to phonetic detail, while shadowing longer utterances requires a broader focus and leads to higher cognitive load, as it is the case in fully conversational interaction.

While the experimental settings are arranged along a continuum from mere repetition to fully conversational interaction whose stages can be fairly straightforwardly examined and compared, the choice of which actual phonetic features to investigate seems a much more open question.

One approach is to evaluate accommodation holistically by measuring perceptual similarity (e.g., Golding, 1998; Namy et al. 2002; Miller et al., 2013; Babel et al., 2014; Dias and Rosenblum, 2016). Apart from the perceptual approach, there are global acoustic measures which have been applied to estimate overall accommodation, such as the long-term average spectrum (LTAS) (Gregory and Webster, 1996), mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) (Delvaux and Soquet, 2007), and amplitude envelopes (Lewandowski, 2012; Lewandowski and Jilka, 2015). A next step in substantiating these holistic findings is to examine the global acoustic-prosodic level, e.g., by measuring accommodation in overall or turn-based fundamental frequency, intensity, or speaking rate (e.g., Coulston et al., 2002; Bell et al., 2003; Levitan and Hirschberg, 2011; Michalsky and Schoormann, 2017). Eventually, more local phenomena are targeted, such as vowel quality (e.g., Babel, 2010, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2012; Dufour and Nguyen, 2013), voice onset time (VOT) (e.g., Fowler et al., 2003; Abrego-Collier et al., 2011; Nielsen, 2011; Yu et al., 2013), pitch accents (Schweitzer et al., 2017), or allophonic variation (e.g., Mitterer and Ernestus, 2008; Honorof et al., 2011; Mitterer and Müßeler, 2013).

The present study examines features pertaining to both the global and the local level. On the global level, we use amplitude envelopes to characterize the distribution of spectral energy of individual target words within the short sentences uttered in the shadowing task (see Section 2.2.3). On the level of local prosody, we compare pitch accent realizations in these sentences by parameterizing their shapes with the PAMe model (see Section 2.2.2). Further, we examine the variation of the German allophones [ɛ:] vs. [ɛ] as a realization of the long vowel (-ä-); in stressed syllables, e.g., (Bestätigung) (engl. confirmation), and [ɪ] vs. [ɪ] as a realization of the word ending (-ig); e.g., (Essig) (engl. vinegar), as well as the epenthesis of schwä in a context where schwä is usually elided, namely in the word ending (-en) when preceded by a plosive or a fricative, e.g., (begleiten) (engl. accompany) (see Section 2.2.1).

Amplitude envelopes have been demonstrated to be useful in accounting for phonetic convergence. Lewandowski (2012), for example, showed for a HHI corpus of quasi-spontaneous dialogs between non-native and native speakers of English that the amplitude envelopes of tokens of the same word uttered by the interlocutors become more similar over time. We expect this to happen during the present shadowing task as well (see Section 3.4).
The analysis of pitch accent realization as parameterized by the PainTIE model is motivated by Schweitzer et al. (2017), who showed that native speakers of German accommodate their realization of pitch accents during spontaneous HHI dialogs in the GErman CONversations (GECO) corpus (Schweitzer et al., 2014, 2015). They diverged when they could see each other and converged when they could not see each other. Based on the design of our experiment, in which the participants do not see the model speakers they are shadowing, we therefore expect convergence to occur with respect to pitch accent realization (see Section 3.3).

The segmental phenomena for which accommodation in the form of convergence has been demonstrated to occur include vowel quality, convergence to occur with respect to pitch accent realization (see (GECO) corpus (Schweitzer et al., 2014, 2015). They diverged when they could see each other and converged when they could not see each other. Based on the design of our experiment, in which the participants do not see the model speakers they are shadowing, we therefore expect convergence to occur with respect to pitch accent realization (see Section 3.3).

The corpus was annotated using the WebMAUS services (Kisler et al., 2013) in the present study. The pronunciation variation [n] vs. [øn] has, to the best of our knowledge, not been studied in a shadowing experiment so far. Although the present study uses longer utterances as stimuli to segment-tone phenomena than previous shadowing experiments, we expect similar accommodation effects to occur as long as the variations are clearly perceptible (see Section 3.2).

We acknowledge the fact that the accommodating behavior of a speaker can vary between experimental settings, as has been shown by Pardo et al. (2018) comparing perceptual similarity between speakers and model talkers in conversational interaction and speech shadowing. However, since the pronunciation variations are embedded in full sentences in the present study, they are less salient and thus less obvious targets for accommodation. Under these circumstances, although staying within the rather static shadowing paradigm, occurrence of accommodation may be more readily transferable to actual dialog.

1.4. Hypotheses and predictions

We assume that the participants of the present study generally accommodate their speech to the stimuli during the shadowing task. Specifically, we predict that the participants converge to the stimuli, since convergence has been proposed as the default behavior under the assumption that accommodation is triggered automatically, and because the automatic motivation is presumably dominant in the socially impoverished environment of a shadowing task.

It is unclear to what extent social motivation for accommodation applies under the given circumstances. However, if it does apply — for example, due to mere exposure to a human voice — we have no reason to believe that participants would feel the need to increase social distance to the shadowed speakers and hence phonetically diverge from them, since there is no further interaction between the participants and the model speaker voices beyond the shadowing task itself and the text material used in the latter is uncontroversial, i.e., does not inspire resentment.

The focus of our study lies on the question whether participants behave similarly when confronted with either natural or synthetic stimuli. Again, under the assumption that automaticity is the main driving factor of accommodation in a shadowing task, we expect participants to converge to the synthetic stimuli as well. With respect to the social motivation, what was said above holds for both stimulus types: there is no a priori reason to increase social distance to the shadowed voices. However, the fact that the synthetic stimuli are probably recognized as non-human (cf. typicality) by the participants may trigger a feeling of social separation, which may lead to a reduction of the convergence effect and potentially even to divergence.

Although we expect overall accommodation, we predict that there is substantial variation between the participants of the experiment, presumably due to factors mentioned above such as their perception of the interlocutor.

This individual variation may, on the one hand, surface as different degrees of accommodation in one phonetic feature; on the other hand, participants may accommodate to different subsets of the phonetic features examined in this study, rather than to either all or none of them.

Coming back to the distinction between natural and synthetic stimuli in this context, it is possible that certain phonetic features are difficult to perceive in synthetic speech, and therefore do not lead to accommodating behavior. This may, for example, be the case if a phenomenon is not present in the underlying database or the model built for synthesis. If so, this may concern different features for the two different synthesis methods used in our study.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Corpus

The present analyses are carried out on a corpus of shadowed speech. The corpus contains 6720 instances of short German sentences (both declaratives and interrogatives) which were uttered by 56 native speakers of German in a shadowing experiment. The experiment included a shadowing task, in which the participants repeated the sentences after hearing them from a female or a male voice, which were either natural or synthetic. The natural stimuli were recorded by a female and a male native speaker of German; two sets of synthetic stimuli were created using diphone and HMM synthesis, both with a female and a male voice (see Section 2.1.1). Each participant shadowed only one stimulus type, but in both the female and the male version. The participants were not told whether the stimuli they heard were natural or synthetic. The shadowing task was preceded by a baseline production phase and followed by a post production phase in which the participants read the same text material from a screen. Between the baseline production (ca. 4 min) and the shadowing task (ca. 6 min), the participants played a game on a tablet that involved no linguistic input or output, which we refer to as the visual task (ca. 7 min). The post production (ca. 4 min) immediately followed the shadowing task. The entire experimental procedure including informed consent, instructions, a final questionnaire (see Section 2.1.2), and the remuneration took about 45 min.

While the baseline production serves to determine the participants’ preference with respect to the pronunciation variants — or the baseline values of the other examined features — and the shadowing task tests the accommodation towards the model voices, the post production allows to evaluate whether the accommodation effect is fully or partially sustained after the shadowing task or the participants return to the baseline level of the respective feature. The visual task was incorporated to weaken the participants’ mental representation of their own baseline productions before continuing with the shadowing task.

The text material presented to the participants consists of 15 target and 15 filler sentences (see Appendix). Every target sentence contains one of three segments for which two prototypical pronunciation variants are expected to occur in native speakers of German (see Section 2.2.1):

(1) -[kt] as [k], or [c] — e.g., in: Die Bestätigung ist für Tanja. the confirmation is for Tanja
(2) -[g] as [k] or [k] — e.g., in: Kommt Essig in den Salat? does go vinegar into the salad
(3) -[en] as [n] or [øn] — e.g., in: Sie begleiten dich zur Taufe. they accompany you to the baptism

All natural and synthetic target stimuli exist in both versions, with the exception of the female HMM [k]: targets, which were indeed more open than the [c]: targets, but not undisputably distinguishable due to technical reasons (see Section 2.1.1).
For the purpose of this study, the three variations are initially regarded as binary contrasts: [c:] vs. [c], [k:] vs. [k], and [s] vs. [s]. During the baseline phase, the participants’ productions are auditorily identified by the experimenters as belonging to one of the two categories. Each of the three variations appears in five target sentences. Since some speakers use both variants of a pair interchangeably, forms with a minimum of three out of five possible occurrences are considered to be the preferred variant of a speaker.

During the shadowing task, the stimuli were selected so that the participants heard the opposite of the pronunciation variant they had uttered predominantly during the baseline production, hence their dispreferred variant, for most of the items. This provided them with the opportunity to accommodate phonetically. For some of the items, namely the ones the participants produced with their dispreferred variant during the baseline production, they would hear their preferred version during the shadowing task.

The filler sentences are comparable in length, but do not contain any of the target features listed above, for example:

- Die Glühbirne ist leider kaputt.
  - the lightbulb is unfortunately broken
- Habt ihr das rote Auto erkannt?
  - did you the red car recognize

Apart from the explicit manipulation on the segmental level, it can be assumed that all stimuli — targets as well as fillers — naturally differed from the versions the participants uttered in the baseline production on various levels (e.g., speaking rate, intonation pattern, rhythm, segmental pronunciation), giving additional opportunities to accommodate.

The participants of the experiment (see Section 2.1.2) were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth using a stationary cardioid microphone. The instructions for the experiment were given in written form on a screen in front of the participants. To avoid priming of convergence through the instructions (cf. Dufour and Nguyen, 2013), words such as “repeat” and “imitate” were not used. For the baseline and post productions the pertinent part of the instructions read as follows (English translation): “We will now record 30 short sentences with you. Please speak completely normally.”; for the shadowing task the instructions were: “We will now record another 60 short sentences with you. This time, you will not read the sentences, but hear them. Please speak completely normally again.” We cannot exclude the possibility that some participants might still have interpreted the task as an imitation task. Given the length of the stimuli, which is unusual for a shadowing task. Given the length of the stimuli, which is unusual for a shadowing task.

To allow the participants to become familiar with the task, a small number of test sentences were provided at the beginning of the experiment, which were not included in the later analysis.

During the shadowing task, 60 stimuli in two blocks of 30 stimuli each from a female and a male voice were played back to the participants over headphones, with half of the participants hearing the female voice first, the other half hearing the male voice first. Within the blocks, the stimuli were semi-randomized for balanced distribution of the targets over the two sets.

Fig. 1 illustrates the flow of the data collection process.

2.1.1. Stimuli

For the natural stimuli, two native speakers of German (female, 25 years old; male, 23 years old) were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth using a stationary cardioid microphone. The 30 target and filler sentences were presented on a computer screen and the speakers were instructed to speak naturally, as if in conversation with someone. Subsequently, the 15 target sentences were presented again. The three pronunciation variations were explained to the speakers and they were asked to distinctly produce the two corresponding variants for every target sentence. The best tokens in terms of target feature production and overall clarity were selected.

The first set of synthetic stimuli was created using diphone-based synthesis with MBROLA (Dutoit et al., 1996). One female and one male voice were used to match the sex of the natural speakers. For the realization of the segmental variations, different phonetic transcriptions of the target sentences were provided to the system, one for each of the pronunciation variants. To control for potential differences in prosody and information structure between the natural and synthetic stimuli, the F0 contours and segment durations of the natural stimuli were specified as parameters to the synthesis system. This resulted in diphone-based stimuli with the same F0 contours and segment durations as the natural stimuli.

The second set of synthetic stimuli was created using the HMM-based Speech Synthesis System (HTS, version 2.3) (Zen and Toda, 2005) with the BITS unit selection corpus (Ellbogen et al., 2004). Again, one female and one male voice were used and the F0 contours and segment durations of the natural stimuli were imposed on the synthetic stimuli.

The resulting 270 stimuli (45 stimuli × 3 types × 2 sexes) were stored in a database for use in the experiment.

To assess the perceived quality of the stimuli, scores of naturalness and likability were collected from the participants directly after the experiment. They rated only those female and male voices they had heard during the experiment on 8-point scales from 1 – very unnatural to 8 – very natural and from 1 – not likable to 8 – likable. We used 8-point scales to provide enough room for differentiation between the six voices. Since we can assume that the participants interpreted the unlabeled steps between the endpoints as equidistant intervals, we can consider this an approximation of an interval scale and calculate the mean as a measure of the central tendency.

The naturalness of the natural stimuli was judged with a mean score of 6.2 (SD = 1.2) for the female voice and 5.5 (SD = 1.6) for the male voice. Thus, even the natural stimuli were not evaluated as perfectly natural. This may be partly due to the central tendency bias, which disfavors extreme responses on such rating scales. But it also suggests that the participants’ concept of a very natural sounding voice is not necessarily fulfilled by a natural voice. The diphone stimuli received mean naturalness scores of 2.6 (SD = 1.8) for the female voice and 3.5 (SD = 1.9) for the male voice and were thus perceived as least natural. The HMM stimuli, finally, were rated with a mean naturalness of 4.0 (SD = 2.4) for the female voice and 4.3 (SD = 2.8) for the male voice and thus showed the greatest variance in ratings, indicating that the participants were less in agreement about their degree of naturalness. We can conclude that the synthetic voices were perceived as less natural than the natural voices. This was the case although they were evaluated separately by different listeners. A direct comparison in a joint evaluation would likely reinforce this difference. However, for the present study only the assessment of the stimuli that the participants actually heard is of relevance.

The likability of the six voices was rated somewhat more uniformly by the participants. The natural stimuli received mean likability scores of 5.5 (SD = 1.4) for the female voice and 5.1 (SD = 2) for the male voice; the diphone stimuli were rated with a mean likability of 3.8 (SD = 1.3) for the female voice and 4.6 (SD = 1.6) for the male voice; the HMM stimuli scored a mean likability of 5.1 (SD = 2.1) for the female voice and 5.6 (SD = 1.9) for the male voice. Thus while the likability of the natural and HMM voices was rated almost the same, slightly on the positive side of the scale, the female diphone voice was rated both as the most unnatural and least likable, followed by the male diphone voice.

We selected two synthesis methods which made it possible to control the output on the level of individual segments. This was done directly, by changing the desired target diphone, in the case of diphone synthesis, and indirectly, by training the voices with the pronunciation variants, in the case of HMM synthesis.
Since HMM synthesis uses machine learning techniques, the degree of flexibility depends on the corpus used for training. Due to an imbalanced number of occurrences of the target sounds [ɛː] (n = 282) and [ɛ] (n = 1457) in the corpus underlying the female HMM voice, it was not possible, with the synthesis process applied here, to produce female HMM stimuli containing the target allophone [ɛː] that were clearly distinguishable from those containing the target allophone [ɛ]. Therefore, we decided to let the participants of the HMM group shadow both male and female stimuli to keep the experimental flow identical to the natural and diphone group, but only included their productions shadowing the male HMM [ɛː] stimuli in the present analysis. Note that this merely concerns the participants with a baseline preference for the allophone [ɛː] (n = 7, see Table 1).

One long-standing point of criticism towards diphone synthesis is the large number of concatenation points, which is detrimental to the perceived naturalness (Olive et al., 1998; Taylor, 2009). Discontinuities at concatenation points result in discontinuities of spectral trajectories that may be audible. Diphone systems use several techniques, including a careful construction of the diphone inventory, to reduce the discontinuities. Our diphone stimuli are generally rather smooth, but it is still possible that audible glitches affect the ability of the stimuli to trigger accommodation.

For these reasons, the present experiment used stimuli generated by HMM synthesis, which are generally smooth but can sound buzzy, and by diphone synthesis, which can be directly controlled but may contain discontinuities.

2.1.2. Participants
The participants were recruited on the Saarland University campus and paid for taking part in the experiment. 50 participants were students and six had non-academic jobs. All 56 participants were native speakers of German and 11 spoke more than one native language (e.g., Turkish, French, Vietnamese, Dutch). All had learned at least one, and the majority more than two, foreign languages. The most frequent foreign languages were English (n = 55), French (n = 44), and Spanish (n = 30). Multilingualism may be a favorable basis for phonetic accommodation, as it entails a certain amount of experience in switching between different pronunciation settings. It is likely that this basis would be more pronounced in native bilinguals and speakers who have achieved native-like pronunciation in a foreign language, as they either have more experience with different pronunciation settings or have been more successful in switching between them than speakers who have maintained a strong accent of their native language in acquired foreign languages. However, the participants in the present study were not selected according to these criteria and we are therefore not in a position to systematically investigate the effect of multilingualism on phonetic accommodation.

The participants came from ten different German states and Austria with roughly 60% from central regions and 20% from northern and southern regions, respectively. The regional origin of the speakers will mainly be reflected in the baseline productions of the allophonic contrasts [ɛː]/[ɛ] and [ɛ]/[ɛː], as these are regionally distributed (see Section 2.2.1). We do not expect the regional origin to influence the accommodating behavior and do not investigate this further.

In a questionnaire completed after the experiment, which asked the participants to assess their general communicative behavior, 80% answered affirmatively to the question whether they change the way they speak depending on their respective interlocutor; 50% believed they would converge to an interlocutor of the same dialectal background; only 15% claimed they would do the same with an interlocutor of a different dialectal background; 16% said that they intentionally imitate the pronunciation of interlocutors.

These numbers, although they may not agree with the actual behavior of the participants, show that there is a certain awareness of the phenomenon of accommodation to an interlocutor in spoken communication. The readiness to accommodate seems to be higher when the accommodation target is more familiar (e.g., own vs. different dialect). A small number of participants perceives convergence to an interlocutor even as an intentional, active process. We will assess whether participants who indicated that they would converge to dialects of other regions or intentionally imitate interlocutors exhibit particular patterns of accommodation.

Each participant of the present study was presented with only one of the three stimulus types — natural, diphone, or HMM. This resulted in the following three experimental groups: the natural group with 21 participants (17 female/4 male; mean age 26.6 years; age range 19 to 34 years), the diphone group with 18 participants (14 female/4 male; mean age 26.2; age range 19 to 50 years), and the HMM group with 17 participants (13 female/4 male; mean age 26.8 years; 18 to 51 years). The between-subjects design was chosen to avoid learning and transfer effects over conditions that might have occurred if the same participants had been exposed to all three stimulus types.

![Diagram of the data collection process](image-url)

**Fig. 1.** Overview of the data collection process. The stimuli presented during the shadowing task are selected from the database depending on the speaker preference, i.e. the participant’s preferred pronunciation variants in the baseline production. The stimuli containing the dispreferred variants are passed to the participants as stimulus input. Note that for some items, the participants still hear their preferred variant during the shadowing task; for most items, however, they hear their dispreferred variant.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>[ɛː] vs. [ɛ]</th>
<th>[ɛ] vs. [ɛː]</th>
<th>[ɛ] vs. [ɛː]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphone</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of participants preferring the respective pronunciation variant as identified during the baseline phase. Participants in parentheses were excluded from the analysis of the corresponding feature.
2.2. Analyzed features

2.2.1. Allophones and schwa epenthesis

We examine whether participants accommodate on the level of segmental pronunciation with respect to the three types of pronunciation variation that were explicitly manipulated during the shadowing task. These pronunciation variations are commonly found among native speakers of German.

The realization of the long vowel ⟨ã⟩ in stressed syllables as [ɛ:] or [ɛ], and the realization of the word ending ⟨-iɡ⟩ as [ɪ] or [ɪ], vary regionally, occurring roughly in the North and South of the German-speaking region of Europe, respectively (Kleiner, 2011). The Standard German variants of each pair are [ɛ:] (predominant in the South) and [ɪ] (predominant in the North) (cf. Dudenredaktion, 2015). However, it has been shown that the respective non-standard forms, [ɛ] and [ɪ], are not perceived as strong dialectal markers by native listeners of German. According to Kiesewalter (2019), the realization of ⟨-ã⟩ as [ɛ] subjectively corresponds to the standard, and the realization of ⟨-iɡ⟩ as [ɪ] is perceived as only slightly dialectal.

Elision or epenthesis of ⟨a⟩ in the word ending ⟨-en⟩ when preceded by a plosive or a fricative varies mainly based on speaking style. In Standard German, schwa is elided in this position. An epenthetic schwa in this context, despite occurring in certain German dialects, is primarily produced when speaking particularly slowly and clearly. It is often perceived as hyperarticulation, especially when the quality is additionally shifted towards [ɛ] or [ɛ]. Since humans have been shown to apply hyperarticulation when conversing with computers (e.g., Burnham et al., 2010), it may be the case that participants are more likely to pick up this trait from a synthetic voice than from a natural one.

Although speakers have their preferred variants in the contexts given in this study, [ɛ], [ɛ:], [ɪ], [ɪ], and [ʌ] are all part of the basic phonetic inventory of native speakers of German and used by all speakers in other contexts. Only [ɪ] is an exception here, since many speakers realize [ɛ] as [ʃ] or [ɛ]. In our analysis, the latter are evaluated as phonetically different members of the underlying fricative class and included in the [ɪ] category. Ultimately, every participant has the necessary means to accommodate with respect to the pronunciation variations examined in the present study.

The degree of accommodation for the three pronunciation variations was quantified as follows:

The vowel quality [ɛ:] vs. [ɛ] was evaluated as a continuum in the F1–F2 formant space. Automatic annotations (WebMAUS, Kisler et al., 2017) of all target vowel segments were manually corrected by a trained phonetician. The first and second formants of each target vowel were analyzed in the F1–F2 formant space. Automatic annotations as performed by a trained phonetician. A duration of 30 ms was established as a minimum threshold to count the segment in question as a schwa. This decision is supported by the fact that all unambiguous schwas occurring in the stimuli were at least 30 ms long.

Elision or epenthesis of [a] in the word ending ⟨-en⟩ was quantified as follows:

A decrease of Euclidean distance in the F1–F2 formant space indicates convergence of vowel quality to the model speakers; conversely, an increase indicates divergence.

For further analysis, the DIDvowel was calculated between baseline and shadowing (bs), baseline and post (bp), and shadowing and post (sp) productions. DIDvowel is positive in the case of convergence and negative in the case of divergence.

The variation [ɪ] vs. [ɪ] was evaluated as a binary contrast. All target segments were manually annotated by a trained phonetician as belonging to the fricative or plosive class of the contrast by correcting automatic annotations. As mentioned above, some speakers produced instances of both categories in the baseline phase. In those cases, participants heard their preferred variant for some of the items in the shadowing phase (see Fig. 1). The present analysis of the data accounts for this fact by comparing each participant production to the variant they heard from the model speakers and determining whether these are the same or different variants of the binary contrast. A significant increase of same-cases indicates convergence of the pronunciation variant to the model speakers, and a decrease indicates divergence.5

Pitch accent comparison with PaIntE

In German, post-lexical accentuation is achieved by increasing intensity and length, as well as producing full instead of reduced vowel qualities. If such stressed units are further accompanied by pitch movement, they are called pitch accents (Möbius, 1993). A nuclear pitch accent is the last pitch accent in a prosodic phrase and may, in the text material of the present study, coincide with the last syllable of an utterance or occur in non-final position. Prenuclear pitch accents are all pitch accents occurring before the nuclear pitch accent in a prosodic phrase. To characterize and compare the pitch accents phonetically in the present study, we use the PaIntE model (Möhler, 1998; Möhler and Conkie, 1998; Schweitzer et al., 2000).

The Parametric Intonation Event (PaIntE) model approximates the F0 contour of intonation events with the sum of a rising and a falling sigmoid as shown in Fig. 5. Each parameterization takes the syllable carrying the intonation event σ∗, as well as one preceding and one following syllable σ as the basis for the analysis. The length of each syllable is normalized to 1; the three syllables thus fit into the range of −1 to 2.

The model function is characterized by six parameters: c1 and a1 represent the height and slope of the rising sigmoid, respectively; c2 and a2 provide the same information for the falling sigmoid. The parameters d and b describe the absolute height and the relative syllable alignment of the F0 peak, respectively.

---

3 This contrast also occurs word-initially, but we only take word-medial occurrences into account in this study.

4 Note that for Austria [ɛ:] is more common in the East, whereas [ɛ] is typically encountered in the West (Dudenredaktion, 2015; Kleiner, 2011).

5 Note that a preliminary analysis of [ɪ] vs. [ɪ] in this corpus only counted cases of convergence vs. cases of non-convergence from baseline to shadowing phase and excluded those instances where the same variant was already produced in the baseline phase (Gessinger et al., 2017).
If the $F_0$ contour cannot be fitted with two sigmoids, only a single sigmoid is applied (either rising or falling, see the dashed lines in Fig. 3), leaving one set of $c$ and $a$ parameters unspecified. If a single sigmoid is not a good fit either, PaIntE only provides the mean $F_0$ value as the $d$ parameter, leaving all other parameters unspecified.

To extract the PaIntE parameters, $F_0$ is tracked using the get_f0 function of the Entropic Signal Processing System (ESPS) (Talkin, 1995). The resulting raw contour is smoothed by the smooth_f0 algorithm authored by Gregor Möhler (March 2000). It uses the smooth_phrase algorithm from the Edinburgh Speech Tools Library\(^6\) (King et al., 1999).

To determine the target syllables for the present study, prenuclear and nuclear pitch accents of all stimuli used in the shadowing task were manually annotated by a trained phonetician. Since the $F_0$ contours and segment durations from the natural stimuli were imposed on the two types of synthetic stimuli during their generation, it is expected that the same pitch accent locations are found in all three stimulus sets — natural, diphone, and HMM. This was true for the vast majority of the utterances. In very few cases, additional pitch accents occurred in the synthetic stimuli. These were taken into account in the analysis.

Overall, the distribution of accent types found in the stimuli was 59% prenuclear and 41% nuclear pitch accents. Of the nuclear pitch accents, 34% coincided with the last syllable of an utterance and 66% occurred in non-final position.

The PaIntE parameters were extracted for every syllable of all utterances after manual correction of the automatically determined syllable boundaries by a trained phonetician. Then, the data was cleaned by executing the following steps: Cases in which the pitch accent shape was estimated by the mean $F_0$ alone, leaving all other parameters unspecified, were excluded from the analysis (approx. 6% of the data). Furthermore, cases in which one of the six (two sigmoids fitted) or four (one sigmoid fitted) parameter values fell into the 1st or 99th percentile for that parameter in one speaker, were excluded as well (approx. 10% of the data) to remove potential measurement errors while keeping atypical yet plausible values in the data. Such atypical values are expected when a speaker accommodates to an interlocutor.

To subsequently calculate the Euclidean distance between 6-dimensional PaIntE parameter vectors, the $c$ (height) and $a$ (slope) parameters were set to 0 wherever they were unspecified. Remember that this is the case when only a single sigmoid was fitted. Then, all PaIntE parameters were standardized to speaker specific z-scores to eliminate differences linked to the speaker sex and to give all parameters the same weight in the distance analysis.

Finally, the Euclidean distance between the 6-dimensional PaIntE parameter vectors $\vec{p}$ of a participant and $\vec{m}$ of a model voice was calculated for the same syllable as

$$d(\vec{p}, \vec{m}) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{6} (\text{participant}_i - \text{model}_i)^2};$$

where $i$ = vector dimension

This was done for the pairings detailed in Fig. 2, as described above in detail for the vowel quality analysis. A decrease of Euclidean distance indicates convergence of pitch accent realization to the model speakers; conversely, an increase indicates divergence.

For further analysis, we reduced the data set to the target syllables defined above, i.e., the syllables carrying a prenuclear or nuclear pitch accent in the stimuli, and calculated the $D_{\text{did}_{\text{pitch}}}$ between baseline and shadowing (bs), baseline and post (bp), as well as shadowing and post (sp) productions. $D_{\text{did}_{\text{pitch}}}$ is positive in the case of convergence and negative in the case of divergence.

\subsection*{2.2.3. Word-level amplitude envelope analysis}

Contrary to the features discussed so far, amplitude envelopes represent the speech signal globally by the distribution of spectral energy across time and do not single out specific areas of interest from the signal (Wade et al., 2010).

In the present study, the amplitude envelope analysis is carried out on one word per utterance. In the target utterances, this is the word containing the segmental manipulation, whereas in the filler utterances, a regular content word was selected. For the target utterances, the analysis of word-level spectral composition is therefore related to the assessment of segmental pronunciation. See Appendix for an overview of the words in question and their location in the original target and filler sentences. It is possible that the spectral composition assimilates to a greater degree in utterances for which the stimulus explicitly encourages, or makes room for, accommodation, hence the target utterances.

The word boundaries were manually corrected in automatic annotations by a trained phonetician. For the analysis, the acoustic signal of a word was separated into four logarithmically spaced frequency bands between 80 Hz and 7800 Hz in MATLAB (version R2017a). An

---

\(^6\) http://festvox.org/docs/speech_tools-2.4.0.
amplitude envelope was calculated for each resulting band using the linear Hilbert transform. The band-separated amplitude envelopes were then compared to their corresponding counterpart as detailed in Fig. 2.

Subsequently, each pairing of amplitude envelopes was transformed to have equal length while taking spectral characteristics into account, by performing DTW with the Speech Signal Processing Toolkit (SPTK) version 3.7. This resulted in the first similarity measure, i.e., the cost of the DTW operation, which is lower for more similar signals.

The resulting time-warped amplitude envelopes were then compared by cross-correlation. This resulted in the second similarity measure, i.e., the match value, which is the maximum value of the cross-correlation transformed onto a scale from zero to one with 1 indicating maximal similarity, i.e., identity.

As it was done for the PaIntE analysis, the DTW cost and match value data sets were cleaned by excluding values that fell into the 1st or 99th percentile for the respective parameter in one speaker (approx. 6% of the data in both data sets).

For further analysis, we calculated the difference in distance for both similarity measures, \( \text{DID}_{\text{DTW}} \) and \( \text{DID}_{\text{match}} \), between baseline and shadowing (bs), baseline and post (bp), and shadowing and post (sp) productions. \( \text{DID}_{\text{DTW}} \) is negative in the case of convergence and positive in the case of divergence, whereas \( \text{DID}_{\text{match}} \) is positive in the case of convergence and negative in the case of divergence.

### 2.3. Further factors

Apart from the influence of the experimental phase itself, namely baseline production, shadowing task or post production, there are further factors which might influence the measured variables and need to be accounted for in the analyses. These factors, discussed below, are either given by the design of the experiment or motivated by theoretical considerations (see Section 1).

**Speaker preference.** For each variation of segmental pronunciation examined in this study, the participants’ preferred variant was identified during the baseline phase. Refer to Table 1 for an overview of the preference groups. Since only two out of 56 participants had a preference to produce [øn] in the baseline phase, we excluded these participants from the analysis of the schwa epenthesis. For the other two variations of segmental pronunciation, there are two preference groups: [ɛ:] or [ɛ] and [ɪ:] or [ɪ]. It is possible that the readiness to produce the respective other variant depends on the speaker’s preference group. Especially since one of the variants is considered Standard German for the respective variation in the given context (see Section 2.2.1), there might be a bias in favor of producing this more prestigious variant. The factor **preference** is included in the analysis of the allophonic contrasts (see Section 3.2).

**Speaker attitude.** At the end of the experiment, the participants were asked which variant of each pronunciation variation they believe to produce themselves and what they think of the respective other variant. The majority of the participants reported a positive attitude towards the variants they do not believe to produce themselves — 80% for [ɛ:]/[ɛ] and 70% for [ɪ:]/[ɪ] and 72% for [ʊ]/[ʊ]. This includes ratings such as “also ok”, “better”, and “Standard German”. Only a minority of participants showed a negative attitude towards the other versions as “wrong”, “weird”, and “sounds artificial”. It seems plausible that a positive attitude towards a pronunciation variant might entail a higher probability of converging to it, whereas the production of variants carrying a negative connotation might be inhibited. The factor **attitude** with the two levels positive and negative is included in the analyses of all three pronunciation variations (see Section 3.2).

**Pairing: same-sex vs. mixed-sex.** In the present study, each speaker shadowed a female and a male model voice. As discussed in Section 1.2, this factor has yielded different outcomes in prior analyses, some suggesting that more accommodation occurs in same-sex, others in mixed-sex pairings. The analysis includes the factor **pairing** with the two levels same-sex and mixed-sex, where applicable, namely for vowel quality (see Section 3.2), pitch accent realization (see Section 3.3), as well as DTW cost and match value (see Section 3.4).

**Sentence type.** The analyses of pitch accent realization and word-level spectral composition are performed on both target and filler sentences. While the analysis of pitch accent realization has no particular link to the pronunciation variations in the target sentences, the analysis of spectral composition is based on the words containing these segmental variants. For the measures associated with spectral composition, i.e., the DTW cost and the match value, it can therefore be assumed that the distance between participant and model speaker baseline productions is greater for the target sentences than for the filler sentences. This additional space may enhance the accommodation effect. The factor **sentence** with the two levels filler and target is therefore included in the analyses of the DTW cost and the match value (see Section 3.4).

**Accent type.** In the analysis of pitch accent realization, an additional factor comes into play that is motivated by prosodic theory, namely the accent type. We distinguish between **prenuclear** and **nuclear** pitch accents as the two levels of the factor **accent**. The latter are known to be perceptually more salient (Jagdfeld and Baumann, 2011). We therefore expect a stronger accommodation effect for nuclear than for prenuclear pitch accents (see Section 3.3).

### 3. Analysis and results

#### 3.1. Modeling

The dependent variables (see Section 2.2) are analyzed using linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) or generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMMs) formulated with the lme4 package (1.1-18) (Bates et al., 2015) and evaluated with the lmerTest package (3.0-1) (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R (3.5.1) (R Core Team, 2018).

To strike a compromise between accuracy and complexity, model selection is carried out bottom-up, starting with a model which only includes the random factor intercepts for **subject** and **item**. Then, theoretically relevant fixed factors (sum coded) and interactions as given by the design of the experiment or as motivated by the predictions made in Section 2.3 are added to the model. Random slopes for **subject** and/or **item** are added for every effect where there is more than one observation for each unique combination of **subject/item** and treatment level. Random slopes are only removed to simplify the model in cases of convergence errors or to allow a non-singular fit. The influence on the model fit is assessed by means of the Akaike information criterion (AIC), which estimates the relative quality of a statistical model for a given data set by taking into account the likelihood function and the number of estimated parameters (Akaike, 1973). A factor is kept in the model if the AIC value decreases by at least two points as compared to the model without the factor in question. Modeling is concluded by visual inspection of the residuals’ normality and homoscedasticity. Factors kept in the model are being considered significant predictors of the respective dependent variable at \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

For the analyses taking a difference in distance (DID) measure as dependent variable (DID\_overall, DID\_palatal, DID\_DTW, DID\_match), the information about the experimental phase is included in the dependent measure, since the DID measures are calculated as comparisons of the experimental phases: baseline and shadowing (bs), baseline and post.
(bp), as well as shadowing and post (sp). It is therefore the model intercept that provides insight about accommodating behavior. The intercept is considered to significantly differ from 0 at \( a = 0.05 \).

In comparison, the analyses of the binary contrasts \([iː] \text{ vs. } [k] \) and \([iː] \text{ vs. } [\text{ʊn}]\) take phase as a fixed factor into the model to assess accommodation. As for the DID measures, all experimental phases are compared to each other.

Comparing all experimental phases to each other allows to assess whether participants accommodate to the model speakers during the shadowing task (baseline vs. shadowing), whether the respective effect is sustained or reverted in the post phase (shadowing vs. post), and whether participants reach their baseline level again in the post phase (baseline vs. post).

### 3.2. Segmental pronunciation

**Variation \([iː] \text{ vs. } [eː]\)**. The distributions of DID\(_{\text{model}}\) measured for the vowel realizations are shown in Fig. 4. A positive DID\(_{\text{model}}\) indicates convergence to the model speakers, a negative DID\(_{\text{model}}\) divergence, and a DID\(_{\text{model}}\) close to zero maintenance of the vowel quality.

Recall that the analysis of the seven participants constituting the HMM group with a baseline preference for \([eː]\) only includes their productions shadowing the male HMM \([iː]\) stimuli (see Section 2.1.1).

Note also that the baseline productions of the two preference groups \([eː]\) and \([eː]\) were located at opposite ends of the F1–F2 space and their shadowing productions were expected to move towards each other, i.e., towards the model speaker vowels of the other variant. However, this difference in direction is canceled out in the calculation of the Euclidean distance. The two preference groups can therefore be jointly analyzed.

LMMs with DID\(_{\text{model}}\) as the dependent variable were fitted for each stimulus type and phase comparison data set separately, resulting in nine models. The factors preference, pairing, and attitude were tested following the method described in Section 3.1. Including the random factor intercepts for item resulted in a singular fit for eight out of the nine models. Therefore, we only included subject as a random factor in all models. Table 2 shows the parameter estimates for the nine final models.

In the natural data set, mean DID\(_{\text{model}}\) is significantly positive for the base-shadow comparison, indicating convergence to the model speakers during the shadowing task, significantly negative for the shadow-post comparison, indicating divergence from the model speakers after the shadowing task, and not significantly different from zero for the baseline-post comparison, indicating that the participants reached their baseline level again in the post phase. Additionally, the convergence effect in the shadowing task is stronger for participants with baseline preference \([eː]\), as indicated by the significant effect of preference.

No effect was found for the diphone data set; participants do not seem to have accommodated to the diphone model speaker vowels.

In the HMM data set, we found a significant convergence effect in the shadowing task, but no significant divergence effect in the post phase. The diverging movement from shadowing task to post phase is, however, so substantial that participants ended up close to their baseline level again, as shown by the non-significant base-post phase comparison.

The factors pairing and attitude did not account for variance in the data.

**Variation \([eː] \text{ vs. } [\text{ɪk}]\)**. The percentages of cases in which participant and model speakers realized the same or a different variant of the segmental pronunciation variation \([eː] \text{ vs. } [\text{ɪk}]\) are shown in Fig. 5. In all three data sets, the number of same variants increases by about 30% from the baseline phase to the shadowing phase, and decreases again in the post phase, yet to different degrees.\(^9\)

GLMMs with identity (same or different) as the dependent variable were fitted for each stimulus type data set separately, always comparing two experimental phases at a time, resulting in nine models. The outcome same is coded as success in the models.

The factors phase, preference, and attitude were tested following the method described in Section 3.1. Table 3 shows the parameter estimates for the nine final models. Note that these are binomial models and the coefficients are hence in logit-space. If a logit-coefficient is positive, the effect of the corresponding predictor on the response variable is positive as well, and vice versa.

The increase of same variants in the shadowing task is significant for both the natural data set (10% to 39%) and the diphone data set (16% to 48%). Moreover, in both data sets the number of same variants decreases again in the post phase, although, not all the way to the baseline level (natural: 39% to 23%; diphone: 48% to 36%).

For the HMM data set, the increase of same variants in the shadowing task (8% to 40%) does not reach significance in the statistical model. However, the decrease of same variants in the post phase is significant and reaches the baseline level (40% to 12%). The latter is shown by the fact that phase did not account for variance in the data set and was therefore not included in the HMM base-post model.

The factors preference and attitude did not show any significant effect on identity, although the former factor did improve overall fit in various models.

**Variation \([\text{ɪn}] \text{ vs. } [\text{ʊn}]\)**. The percentages of cases in which participant and model speakers realized the same or a different variant of the segmental pronunciation variation \([\text{ɪn}] \text{ vs. } [\text{ʊn}]\) are shown in Fig. 6. In 85% to 95% of the cases over all experimental phases of all three data sets, participants produced a different variant than the model speakers. The statistical analysis was carried out as described for the \([eː] \text{ vs. } [\text{ɪk}]\) variation above, without testing the factor preference, however, since all analyzed speakers preferred \([\text{ɪn}]\) in the baseline phase. Table 4 shows the parameter estimates for the nine final models.

Only in the case of the natural data set did participants produce significantly more \([\text{ʊn}]\) (i.e., same variants) during the shadowing task, compared to the baseline phase (5% to 15%). The amount of same variants does not decrease significantly from the shadowing task to the

---

\(^9\) Note that the numbers given in the text are descriptive values, whereas the GLMM result tables contain model estimates.
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Fig. 4. Distributions of DIDrove for the pronunciation variation [ɛ] vs. [e:] in the three experimental groups. Comparisons are made between base-shadow, base-post, as well as shadow-post phases. The dashed lines indicate the distribution means. (For a color version of the figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 5. Results for variation [ɛ] vs. [e:]. Cases where speaker and model realize the same variant are indicated in dark blue; cases where they realize a different variant are indicated in light blue. (For a color version of the figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Table 3
Results for variation [ɛ] vs. [e:] — parameter estimates (coefficients with standard errors in parenthesis) of the effects on identity as estimated in separate models for the three different stimulus types and the three phase comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−1.75***</td>
<td>−3.01***</td>
<td>−1.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
<td>(0.79)</td>
<td>(0.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREMIERE</td>
<td>−0.93**</td>
<td>−0.7**</td>
<td>0.75*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.3)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.57)</td>
<td>(0.64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Results for variation [ɛ] vs. [æ] — parameter estimates (coefficients with standard errors in parenthesis) of the effects on identity as estimated in separate models for the three different stimulus types and the three phase comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−3.27***</td>
<td>−10.11</td>
<td>−2.76***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.63)</td>
<td>(5.46)</td>
<td>(0.63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREMIERE</td>
<td>−0.79**</td>
<td>−1.04</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td>(0.56)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>−0.37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.62)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The factor attitude did not influence identity.

3.3. Pitch accent realization

The distributions of DIDpaIntE measured for the pitch accent realizations is shown in Fig. 7. A positive DIDpaIntE indicates convergence to the model speakers, a negative DIDpaIntE divergence, and a DIDpaIntE close to zero maintenance of the pitch accent realization. As mentioned in Section 2.3, we distinguish prenuclear and nuclear pitch accents. LMMs with DIDpaIntE as the dependent variable were fitted for each stimulus type and phase comparison data set separately, resulting in nine models. The factors pairing and accent were tested following the method in Section 3.1. Table 5 shows the parameter estimates for the nine final models.

post phase (15% to 10%) and there is no significant difference between the baseline and the post phase.

For both synthetic data sets, the factor phase did not remain in the final models; participants do not seem to have accommodated to the synthetic model speakers with respect to this feature.
Results for variation [u] vs. [au]. Cases where speaker and model realize the same variant are indicated in dark blue; cases where they realize a different variant are indicated in light blue. Since all of the participants heard the model variant [au], the percentage indicating same-cases coincides with the percentage of [au] occurrences. (For a color version of the figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 7. Distributions of DID
\text{PaIntE} for the comparison of pitch accent realizations in the three experimental groups. Comparisons are made between base-shadow, base-post, as well as shadow-post phases. The dashed lines indicate the distribution means. (For a color version of the figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

### Table 5

Results for the PaIntE analysis of the pitch accent realization — parameter estimates (coefficients with standard errors in parenthesis) of the effects on DID\text{PaIntE} as estimated in separate models for the three different stimulus types and the three phase comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Diphone</th>
<th>HMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCENT</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRING</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>2136</td>
<td>2065</td>
<td>1687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>1653</td>
<td>1643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the natural data set the participants converged to the model speakers during the shadowing task and diverged again in the post phase, reaching the baseline level.

In the diphone group, no accommodation is observed.

For the HMM group participants converged towards the model speakers during the shadowing task, and, although there is no significant divergence effect in the post phase, became indistinguishably close to the baseline level in the post phase.

The factors PAIRING and ACCENT did not show any significant effect on the intercept, although they improved the overall fit in two models.

### 3.4. Word-level spectral composition

**DTW cost.** The distributions of DID\text{DTW} resulting from the DTW cost analysis is shown in Fig. 8. A positive DID\text{DTW} indicates convergence to the model speakers, a negative DID\text{DTW} divergence, and a DID\text{DTW} close to zero maintenance of the temporal structure of the target words.

LMMs with DID\text{DTW} as the dependent variable were fitted for each stimulus type and phase comparison data set separately, resulting in nine models. As expected, the effects are very small, since we are comparing the same word spoken by different speakers and the room for variation, on the temporal as well as the spectral level, is therefore quite limited. The factors PAIRING and SENTENCE were tested following the method in Section 3.1. Table 6 shows the parameter estimates for the nine final models.

In the natural and diphone data sets, participants converged to the model speakers in the shadowing task and diverged during the post phase, reaching the baseline level.

For the HMM data set, convergence during the shadowing task is not significant; however, there is substantial movement away from the model speakers during the post phase and, eventually, no difference between baseline and post phase. Additionally, the sentence type accounts for variability in the case of the HMM data set: the diverging movement from shadowing task to post phase is stronger for the target sentences than for the filler sentences. Furthermore, the HMM base-post model suggests that — although there is no significant difference between baseline and post phase for the entire data set — the filler sentences are relatively closer to the model speakers in the post phase, compared to the baseline phase, while the target sentences are relatively farther away from the model speakers.

The factor PAIRING did not account for variance in the data.

**Match value.** The distribution of DID\text{match} resulting from cross-correlating the time-warped amplitude envelopes is shown in Fig. 9. Contrary to the other DID measures, a negative DID\text{match} indicates convergence to the model speakers and a positive DID\text{match} divergence from the model speakers with respect to the spectral composition of the
target words. As before, a DID\textsubscript{match} close to zero indicates maintenance of the baseline behavior.

Recall that the match value itself is bounded between 0 and 1 and can therefore be interpreted as probability, with 1 indicating maximal similarity, i.e., identity. The distribution of the match value was skewed towards 1, since we are comparing the same word spoken by different speakers. Using DID\textsubscript{match} as a dependent variable resolved these issues and we could still fit LMMs for each stimulus type and phase comparison data set separately, which resulted in nine models. The factors \textsc{pairing} and \textsc{sentence} were tested following the method in Section 3.1. Table 7 shows the parameter estimates for the nine final models.

As for the DTW analysis, participants shadowing natural and diphone stimuli converged to the model speakers during the shadowing task and diverged again in the post phase. However, the natural group did not reach the baseline level in the post phase, but stayed in between baseline and shadowing levels. The diphone group reached the baseline level in the post phase. Additionally, for the diphone group, the convergence effect in the shadowing task was influenced by the pairing of participants: the effect is stronger in mixed-sex than in same-sex pairings.

For the HMM group, the accommodating effect from baseline to shadowing phase again does not reach significance. There is, however, a significant movement away from the model speakers in the post phase, reaching the baseline level. As for DID\textsubscript{DTW}, the sentence type accounts for variability in the HMM data set, with the target sentences showing a stronger divergence effect from shadowing task to post phase and reaching values farther from the model speakers in the post phase, compared to the baseline phase.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>6.95 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>2.81 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>-3.78 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>-0.01 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>1.42 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>1.36 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 1136 919 919

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diphone</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>8.28 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>2.90 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>-4.86 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>-3.0 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>2.03 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>3.73 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 966 965 960

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMM</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.40 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>-0.18 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>-4.60 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>-2.0 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>2.03 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>3.93 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 908 909 909

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.017^{***}</td>
<td>-0.007^{*}</td>
<td>0.010^{*}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairing</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 1138 912 913

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diphone</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.019^{**}</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.016^{*}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairing</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 964 971 965

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMM</th>
<th>Base-shadow</th>
<th>Base-post</th>
<th>Shadow-post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.011^{**}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.006^{*}</td>
<td>-0.010^{*}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 907 910 911

3.5. Individual results

To go beyond the analysis of accommodation on the group level, we assessed the performance of the individual participants with respect to the six features discussed above, focusing on the comparison of the baseline phase to the shadowing task.

For the DID measures (DID\textsubscript{vowel}, DID\textsubscript{Paut}, DID\textsubscript{DTW}, DID\textsubscript{match}), we conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to determine whether each individual participant converged to or diverged from the model speakers (i.e., significant difference of their individual DID measure distribution from 0 at \(a = 0.05\)), or whether they maintained the distance to the model speakers (i.e., no significant difference of their individual DID measure distribution from 0).

The degree of accommodation for the two binary contrasts [i\textsc{e}] vs. [i\textsc{k}] and [i\textsc{a}] vs. [on\textsc{i}] was assessed as the percentage of possible category changes. When determining the number of possible instances of accommodation, cases in which a participant already produced the same variant as the model speakers during the baseline phase were taken into consideration. The degree of accommodation for the binary contrasts was classified at the following thresholds so that single occurrences of convergence or divergence were still considered as maintaining behavior:

- **Convergence**: increase of same variants \(\geq 20\%
- **Maintenance**: increase of same or different variants < 20\%
- **Divergence**: increase of different variants \(\geq 20\%\)
Some cases of individual divergence from the model voices were identified. The participants who stated in the questionnaire after the experiment that they converge to dialects of other regions (\( n = 29 \), 66.1 %), followed by the two measures related to the amplitude envelopes, DTW cost (\( n = 29 \), 51.8 %) and match value (\( n = 23 \), 44.1 %). The pitch accent realization assessed by the PaIntE model as well as the binary contrast [\( e: \)] vs. [\( e:\)] trigger convergence in 9 participants (16.1 %), respectively, and the binary contrast [\( u:\)] vs. [\( u:\)] in 8 participants (14.8 %).

Table 8 breaks these numbers down for the three experimental groups: natural, diphone, and HMM. Conducting 2 \( \times \) 3 two-tailed Fisher’s exact tests for the distribution of participants converging or non-converging (i.e., maintaining their behavior or diverging) over these three experimental groups, did not yield a significant result for any of the features. This suggests that, in every experimental group and for every feature, a similar proportion of participants converged to the model speakers.

Fig. 10 further illustrates the number of features with respect to which each individual participant converges out of the possible 6 under examination. No participant actually converged to all 6 features and only two participants converged to 5 features. Five participants converged to 4 and 2 features, respectively. The majority of the participants accumulated at 3 features (\( n = 19 \)) and 1 feature (\( n = 18 \)). A total of seven participants did not converge at all.

Table 9 details how these different degrees of convergence are distributed over the three experimental groups: natural, diphone, HMM. Conducting a 6 \( \times \) 3 two-tailed Fisher’s exact test for the distribution of participants converging to the model speakers for 0 to 6 features over these three experimental groups, did not yield a significant result for all participants converging to the model speakers with respect to the same number of features.

Some cases of individual divergence from the model voices were found as well, i.e., 4 cases for [\( u:\)]/[\( o:\)] and 2 cases for [\( e:\)]/[\( i:\)] and matched value, respectively, and one case for [\( e:\)]/[\( e:\)] and DTW cost. No individual divergence was found for the pitch accent comparison with PaIntE.

We identified the participants who stated in the questionnaire after the experiment that they converge to dialects of other regions (\( n = 8 \)) or intentionally imitate the pronunciation of interlocutors (\( n = 9 \)) (see Section 2.1.2). Only two participants appeared in both groups.

For the first group, we could assume that they would specifically pick up the two regionally distributed features, [\( e:\)]/[\( i:\)] and [\( e:\)]/[\( e:\)]. However, only four of the eight speakers converged with respect to [\( e:\)]/[\( i:\)] and none with respect to [\( e:\)]/[\( e:\)], while one speaker from this group even diverged with respect to [\( i:\)]/[\( i:\)]. This does not indicate a particular inclination for convergence to regional features. In terms of overall convergence, the members of this group were not particularly successful either: they converged to a maximum of 3 features.

The second group, namely the speakers who claimed to intentionally imitate the pronunciation of interlocutors, also did not include any of the speakers converging to more than 3 features. With respect to [\( e:\)]/[\( i:\)] and DTW cost, five of the nine speakers converged, respectively; two speakers each picked up the schwa from the model voices and converged with respect to the amplitude envelope match; only one speaker converged to all features, and none with respect to [\( e:\)]/[\( e:\)]. Divergence was not found in this group. These results do not notably reflect a possible effect of intentional imitation.

Of the two speakers who claimed to converge to dialects of other regions and to intentionally imitate interlocutors, one converged to 3 features and the other to none.

### 4. Discussion

The goal of the present study was to investigate phonetic accommodation of human interlocutors in a shadowing task with a specific focus on the accommodation effect evoked by synthetic stimuli. Diphone- and HMM-based synthetic stimuli, as well as natural stimuli, were used in the process. The language under investigation in this study is German. The shadowing task was carried out by native speakers of German.

To get a broader picture of phonetic accommodation in the experimental data, we examined features pertaining to different phonetic domains, i.e., variation of segment-level phenomena as well as variation with respect to pitch accent realization (local prosody) and word-based global similarity (temporal structure and distribution of spectral energy). The segment-level phenomena under investigation are allophonic variation of [\( i:\)]/[\( i:\)] and [\( e:\)]/[\( e:\)], as well as schwa...
epenthesis. To make the systematic investigation of accommodation with respect to these features possible, the stimuli for the shadowing task were chosen depending on the participants’ baseline productions: the participants were presented with the opposite of their preferred variants.

Analyses were carried out at the group level and for individual participants. Since the experimental procedure comprised three phases — baseline production, shadowing task, and post production — we drew three comparisons for each group data set, namely baseline vs. shadowing, shadowing vs. post, and baseline vs. post. For the individual behavior, we focused on the comparison of baseline phase and shadowing task. Combining the results of these analyses provides an overview of the phonetic accommodation in the present shadowing corpus.

The allophonic variation [ɪ] vs. [ɨ] was most successful in triggering convergence when looking at the individual results, with two thirds of all participants converging to the model speakers during the shadowing task. This may be due to the relative salience of this feature, even though it was embedded in a larger utterance, and to the fact that participants can presumably access the binary variation between fricative and plosive more easily than other, more gradual, changes.

At the group level, we found the same pattern for the natural and the diphone group: convergence to the model speakers during shadowing, divergence in the post phase, although not entirely falling back to the baseline level, but rather sustaining the convergence effect in attenuated form.

In the HMM group, although the relative increase of same forms is equal to the diphone group, the convergence effect is not significant in the statistical model. The group does, however, show a divergence effect from shadowing task to post phase and reaches the baseline level in the latter.

These results, in combination with the fact that a similar proportion of participants converges to the model speakers in all three groups, shows that [ɪ] vs. [ɨ] is a rather successful target for convergence in native speakers of German as well as synthetic stimuli.

Neither the preference for one or the other variant in the baseline phase, nor the attitude towards the dispreferred variant being positive or negative, had an impact on the accommodation for this feature. The standard variant [ɪ] does not seem to be an easier target for convergence. This may have to do with the fact that the participants were in many cases not certain which of the variants is the standard, or at least did not have a negative attitude towards the variant they believed not to produce.

The second and third most frequent cases of convergence for individual speakers were found in the measures pertaining to the word-based global similarity.

The first measure, i.e., the cost of the dynamic time warping (DTW) process, emphasizes changes in the temporal domain while taking the spectral domain into account. It shows that more than half of the participants converged to the model speakers with respect to word-based timing.

The second measure, i.e., the match value, resulted from cross-correlating the time-warped amplitude envelopes. The analysis of the match value shows that almost half of the participants converged to the model speakers with respect to word-based distribution of spectral energy alone, i.e., excluding timing.

Fig. 10 shows that these two groups widely overlap, with 21 participants converging with respect to both features, eight participants converging only with respect to DTW cost, and two only with respect to the match value. This was expected, since these measures are closely related. However, taking both measures into account disentangles the contributions of timing and energy distribution across spectral bands to the accommodation effect.

On the group level, both measures behave similarly. There is a pattern of convergence to the model speakers in the shadowing task and divergence in the post phase reaching the baseline level, which occurred in the natural and diphone group for both measures. The only exception to this pattern is that the match value does not reach the baseline level in the natural group, meaning that the convergence effect was partially sustained in this case.

As before, the HMM group behaved differently. There is no significant convergence effect in the shadowing task for either of the two measures. However, as for the other two groups, we found a significant divergence effect in the post phase and the HMM group did reach the baseline level in the post phase.

It may have been the case that the target sentences, in particular, drive the accommodation for DTW cost and match value, since they specifically offer room for convergence in the form of the dispreferred segmental variants. This presupposes, of course, that participants accommodate with respect to the offered variants. Overall, such an influence of the sentence type did not manifest itself, especially not
However, taking the entire group into account, the only significant predictor in the match value analysis of the diphone group: convergence during the shadowing task was slightly stronger in mixed-sex pairings. Remember that prior studies on phonetic accommodation found both cases of more convergence in mixed-sex and same-sex pairings. Our results, although showing one incident of increased convergence in mixed-sex pairings, do not make a strong case in favor of speakers converging more to a model talker of the opposite sex.

The number of individual participants converging drops drastically for the allophonic variation [ɛː] vs. [ɛː] and the pitch accent realization, to only 16%, respectively. Fig. 10 shows that among these, there is only one participant who converged with respect to both features.

On the group level, the observed patterns for both measures are again very similar to each other and also distinct from the patterns observed for other measures. The natural group converged to the model speakers, with respect to both vowel production and pitch accent realization, and diverged again in the post phase reaching the baseline level.

The HMM group showed convergence in the shadowing task, too. However, the divergence effect in the post phase was not significant and the group still reached the baseline level.

The diphone group, finally, did not show any accommodation with respect to vowel quality and pitch accents.

The speaker preference had a significant influence on the vowel production in the natural group: the convergence effect in the shadowing task was stronger for those participants whose baseline preference was [ɛː]. One possible explanation may be that [ɛː] is an easier target for convergence, since it is the standard German form and therefore more prestigious. However, although still being considered the prescriptive norm, [ɛː] is generally used less frequently by native speakers of German in Germany. Therefore, it may also be the case that [ɛː] is more salient to hearers and therefore picked up from the speech input more easily. Remember that atypicality has been shown to promote accommodation for some speakers (Babel et al., 2014). As for the allophonic contrast [ɛː] vs. [ɪː], the attitude towards the variant participants did not believe to produce themselves did not influence accommodation for the vowel quality. Recall that this attitude was predominantly positive, only 20% of participants had a negative attitude towards the dispreferred variant in the case of [ɛː] vs. [ɛː].

For DIDs of patent as a measure of similarity in pitch accent realization, the accent type was tested as an additional factor. The expected effect of higher perceptual salience of nuclear as opposed to prenuclear pitch accents did not appear.

Eventually, the participant-model pairing did not surface as a significant predictor in the analysis of vowel quality and pitch accent realization. This means that it did not make a difference for the accommodating behavior whether participant and model were of the same or different sex.

Note that the Euclidean distance between the 6-dimensional PaIntE vectors that underlies the DIDs of patent measure is a rather coarse estimation of similarity in pitch accent realization. The relative contribution of the individual PaIntE parameters to the accommodation effect is subject to further analysis.

Epenthesis of schwa in the word ending (-en) was least successful in triggering accommodating behavior.

On the individual level, there are still about 15% of participants who converge to the model speakers with respect to schwa epenthesis. However, taking the entire group into account, the only significant convergence effect emerged in the shadowing task of the natural group.

Contrary to every other feature, even in the natural group there was no significant divergence effect in the post phase and the baseline level was still reached, which suggests a rather weak effect.

For both synthetic groups, no accommodation was observed, nor did the attitude towards schwa epenthesis play a role in the statistical models. As stated initially, producing a schwa in the word ending (-en) is rather unusual. This statement was confirmed by the fact that the vast majority of the participants (54 of 56) preferred schwa elision in the baseline production and hence shadowed [ɔn] stimuli. Recall that only these 54 participants were subsequently analyzed. It was claimed above that such atypicality might promote accommodation. We can assume, however, that there are limits to how atypical such a variant may be to still be considered a target for accommodation. It may have been the case that an unusual variant such as [ɔn] would be more likely picked up from a synthetic than a natural voice, since hyperarticulation occurs in human-computer interaction (HCI) (Burnham et al., 2010). However, synthetic voices alone do not make HCI. The present shadowing scenario lacks the need to be understood by the interlocutor, which is an important layer to HCI and spoken interaction in general. Therefore, even schwa might be picked up in a more conversational scenario, which would presumably also trigger the speaker’s belief that converging to the computer leads to greater communicative success (cf. Branigan et al., 2010).

Concerning the individual accommodation behavior of the participants in the shadowing task, we found mainly convergence and maintenance, as well as some cases of individual divergence. Note that we are taking a categorical approach and do not further distinguish degrees of convergence or divergence here. The participants varied regarding the number of tested features they accommodated to. This supports our initial assumption that we would find considerable variation between the participants, which manifests itself in the form of accommodation to different subsets of the features. The two top convergers — both from the natural condition — accommodated to five out of the six examined features; for both of them it was the schwa epenthesis which they did not pick up from the model speakers.

The self-assessment of a few participants stating that they converge to dialects of other regions or consciously imitate the pronunciation of their interlocutors was not confirmed by the data.

Recall that the regionally distributed features were deliberately chosen not to be strong dialectal markers. In order to trigger the convergence to a dialect that the participants were referring to, more salient dialectal features may be required.

For a speaker to be able to intentionally imitate their conversational partners, the salience of the features in question plays a role, as does their selective realizability. In the present study, the allophonic contrasts and the schwa epenthesis lend themselves as targets for such intentional imitation. The other features, namely the pitch accent realization, the temporal structure and the distribution of spectral energy, seem to be less easily imitated intentionally, but rather a result of a more holistic high-level adjustment. This should be examined in a further study, in which participants are explicitly asked to imitate the stimuli.

It is not unexpected that the participants’ self-assessment of phonetic accommodation is often inaccurate. An adaptation at the phonetic level is certainly more difficult for speakers to evaluate and quantify than, for example, an adaptation at the lexical level, where the use of certain words is easier to capture.

Another factor that may influence individual differences in accommodating behavior is the general speaker disposition, which includes aspects such as innate phonetic talent, personality traits, and cognitive abilities. Yu et al. (2013) observed, for example, that openness and a strong attention focus were positively correlated with the degree of word-initial VOT convergence during a non-conversational phonetic imitation task in English.
Lewandowski and Jilka (2019) examined accommodation of word-based amplitude envelope match in dialogs between non-native and native speakers of English. They found a higher degree of convergence among phonetically talented, more neurotic and more open speakers, as well as among speakers with higher attention scores. Convergence was found to be negatively correlated with behavioral inhibition.

This factor was not included in the present study and deserves further investigation.

Cohen Priva and Sanker (2019) have recently pointed out potential limitations of the DID measure to account for convergence in corpora of spoken interaction and, particularly, for the attempt to establish individual differences with respect to accommodating behavior. Their three main concerns are: firstly, in an extreme case of over-convergence, the DID measure might not reflect the convergence that has taken place, but suggests maintaining behavior; secondly, convergence might be underestimated for small initial distances between participant and model speaker; and lastly, the baseline measures might not be representative of the speaker’s usual behavior and therefore convergence might partly be an effect of becoming closer to the latter independent of the interlocutor’s influence.

Although Cohen Priva and Sanker (2019) examined a very different set of features from the one used in the present study, namely median and range of fundamental frequency, speaking rate, as well as the ratio of two types of filled pauses, and mention that their findings may be less problematic for other features, their concerns should be discussed with respect to their implications for the present study.

For the DTW cost (DID$_{\text{DTW}}$) and the match value (DID$_{\text{match}}$), the concern regarding over-convergence does not hold, since identity is an upper boundary to similarity inherent to these measures. This is not the case for the vowel quality measure (DID$_{\text{vowel}}$). It needs to be considered that, contrary to the one-dimensional features examined in Cohen Priva and Sanker (2019), vowel quality is a two-dimensional feature here, which makes the definition of over-convergence difficult. However, the space to move is somewhat bounded by neighboring vowel categories. Given that we systematically maximize the baseline difference between speaker and model and minimize contextual variability (see discussion below), we assume that cases of over-convergence to the extent that they will be mistaken for maintenance are unlikely to occur. For the comparison of pitch accent realizations within the six dimensions of the PanTIE model (DID$_{\text{PanTIE}}$), the definition of over-convergence becomes even more difficult and would have to be established for individual dimensions. The dimensions themselves differ with respect to their linguistic interpretability and presumably their relative contribution to the perception of pitch accents. Specifically, this relative contribution would have to be examined further to establish what over-convergence really means in the realm of pitch accent realization. A certain limitation for over-convergence seems to be given by the plausible and well-formed pitch accent shapes.

Regarding the concerns about variance in initial distance to the model speakers, the features examined in the present study are very different from each other. While participants are expected to exhibit small initial distances to the model speakers for the DTW cost and the match value, since we compare the same lexical items, the design of the study maximizes initial distances with respect to the vowel quality for all participants by presenting them with instances of their dispreferred variant. In the case of the allophonic variation, maximizing this distance is possible without leaving the range of normal human performance, and therefore without jeopardizing the ecological validity of the findings. The initial distances in PanTIE parameters are mainly guided by the sentence structure and an assumed default placement of pitch accents. If the initial distances vary mainly by feature and are rather balanced between speakers for the same feature, the concern of potential underestimation of convergence would be less of a problem for the analysis of the individual behavior of different participants, but more so for the different features as a whole. However, the small initial distances for the DTW cost and the match value do not exhibit the same problem as small initial distances in speaking rate, for example, since there is very little expected variability of these features as opposed to a feature like speaking rate.

In accommodation research, it is always a point of concern whether the selected baseline is representative of the speaker’s usual behavior. The shadowing paradigm entails a switch of elicitation technique — in the present case from reading text to repeating speech, which is a certain limitation. In the specific shadowing experiment at hand, there may be a further effect of first exposure — in the baseline phase — versus repetition — in the shadowing task and the post phase. However, this repetition, or in other words the stability of the linguistic context throughout the experiment, also enhances the relative representativeness of the baseline productions: Although a lot of variation is possible within a vowel category, the variation occurring in our data is limited due to the comparison of identical vowel contexts (i.e., lexical items) in all three phases of the experiment; the same is true for the word-based measures and pitch accent realizations, which are themselves embedded and tested in the same sentences throughout the experiment. Moreover, allophonic variation, pitch accent realization, and word-based intensity distribution of targets embedded in short utterances are less likely affected by extreme baseline values than measures stemming from targets read and shadowed in isolation. These features also seem less prone to task-induced variation as opposed to features such as the range of fundamental frequency or speaking rate, which are likely to change over the course of an interaction as a result of familiarization with the task at hand.

While we certainly need to keep these potential limitations in mind, we hope to have shown that for certain features they do not or only partially apply. It is safe to say that the concerns have to be evaluated separately for each feature used to examine accommodation.

Coming back to the focus of the present study, namely the question whether participants behave similarly when confronted with either natural or synthetic stimuli, we can summarize that the participants of the natural condition have accommodated during the shadowing task in the expected direction, i.e., towards the model speakers, on all tested features. Remember, however, that the effect was weak for schwa epenthesis, which supports the assumption that speakers accommodate less to unusual features. Furthermore, with the exception of schwa epenthesis, the participants of the natural condition always diverged significantly from the model speakers in the post phase, partly reaching the baseline level (vowel quality, pitch accent realization, and DTW cost), partly showing a sustained convergence effect (allophonic variation [ɪ] vs. [ɨ] and match value).

The participants of the two synthetic conditions did not show an accommodation effect for schwa epenthesis. The two other cases for which no accommodation was found, are the vowel quality and pitch accent realization measures for the participants of the diphone condition. However, for the remaining features — allophonic variation [ɪ] vs. [ɨ], DTW cost, and match value — the participants of the diphone condition behaved similarly to those of the natural condition.

The participants of the HMM condition, finally, never showed the complete pattern of significant convergence in the shadowing task, complemented by significant divergence in the post phase reaching the baseline level. However, they always showed substantial movement within the overall constellation of the three phase comparisons carried out in the present study, which suggests that this general pattern — even if in a weaker form — is underlying the HMM data as well. That is, we either found convergence in the shadowing task and no significant divergence in the post phase while still reaching the baseline level (vowel quality and pitch accent realization), or no significant convergence in the shadowing task, yet divergence in the post phase, again reaching the baseline level (allophonic variation [ɪ] vs. [ɨ], DTW cost, and match value).
For the HMM voices, our initial assumption that certain phonetic features might not be clearly distinct in the synthetic stimuli proved true: with the synthesis process applied here, it was not possible to produce female HMM stimuli with a clearly distinguishable target allophone [ɛː]. The seven participants of the HMM condition with a baseline preference for [ɛː] therefore heard a lower total number of clear [ɛː] target allophones, namely only from the male model voice, which could be a disadvantage for the emergence of an accommodation effect. Nevertheless, we found overall convergence of vowel quality for the entire HMM group, in contrast to the diphone group, in which all participants heard clear target allophones from both model voices, but still no overall convergence occurred.

In summary, we observe the same behavior in the diphone group as in the natural group with respect to several features and no accommodation for other features. For the HMM group, we observe a similar underlying pattern as for the natural group, but in some individual phase comparisons the effect is not up to par with that of the latter. Technical differences between the synthesis methods may have contributed to the differences in performance. However, neither of the two synthesis qualities made accommodation impossible.

One aspect which needs to be taken into consideration is that the six model voices employed in the present study differ with respect to stimulus type (natural, diphone, and HMM) and sex (female and male), but of course exhibit a variety of other characteristics that may affect the degree of accommodation to them, for example their perceived naturalness and likability (see Section 2.1.1).

The participants of the natural condition gave higher ratings of naturalness to the voices they shadowed than the participants of the HMM condition. The diphone voices were rated as sounding least natural by the participants of the respective condition. This supports our initial assumption that the participants would recognize the synthetic voices as non-human. We had further speculated that this could trigger a feeling of social separation in the participants, which may lead to a reduction of the convergence effect or even to divergence. It may be the case that this factor indeed contributed to the overall weaker effects of the synthetic stimuli. However, the diphone stimuli that were rated as most unnatural sounding showed effects of similar strength as the natural stimuli for some of the examined features and it is unclear why the social component should only influence such a subset.

In terms of likability, the natural voices were rated on a par with the HMM voices, while the diphone voices again received the lowest ratings. Thus the diphone voices, on the one hand, set themselves apart from the two other voices by their lower naturalness and likability, but still triggered considerable accommodation effects for a subset of the examined features. The HMM voices, on the other hand, although being as likable as the natural voices, did not trigger the same strength of accommodation for most examined features.

Such differences need to be explored further by testing various voices of each stimulus type. However, the present experiment showed that synthetic voices, while partly reducing the strength of effects, do trigger accommodating behavior. As for the natural voices, convergence during interaction followed by divergence after the interaction is the predominant pattern.

5. Conclusion

The present shadowing experiment used natural and two types of synthetic voices (diphone- and HMM-based) to test whether native speakers of German accommodate to these voices when repeating short German sentences after them. The use of short sentences as target utterances provided a controlled context while still keeping a broad focus. The examined features pertain to different phonetic domains allowing for an extensive assessment of the participants’ behavior: allophonic variation ([ɛː] vs. [ɛː], [ɛː] vs. [ɪk]), schwa epenthesis, realization of pitch accents (PaIntE parameters), as well as word-based temporal structure (DTW cost) and distribution of spectral energy (match value). We predicted accommodation in the form of convergence to occur with respect to these features.

The results of the individual accommodation behavior analysis need to be interpreted with caution due to potential limitations of the difference in distance (DID) measures. Concerning the predicted individual variation, we found that the participants converged to varying subsets of 0 to 5 out of the six examined features, with the most individual convergences for [ɛː] vs. [ɪk], followed by DTW cost and match value, and least for the PaIntE parameters, [ɛː] vs. [ɛː], and the schwa epenthesis, in that order. Very few cases of divergence were found for all features but the pitch accent realization for which no such cases occurred. Although almost half of the participants individually converged to at least three out of six features, this demonstrates that accommodation with respect to one particular feature does not necessarily predict the behavior with respect to another feature.

Describing accommodating behavior more broadly for different speaker groups is a step towards modeling the given individual variation for the HCI context in order to gain a better understanding of the user or even to implement such behavior in the computer.

On the group level, the participants of the natural condition converged to all features under examination, however very subtly so for schwa epenthesis. The participants of the diphone condition behaved similarly to the natural group with respect to several features ([ɛː] vs. [ɪk], DTW cost, and match value) or did not show any accommodation for other features. For the participants of the HMM condition, the effects were less clear overall. A significant convergence effect in the shadowing task only emerged for [ɛː] vs. [ɛː] and the PaIntE parameters. However, taking into account the post production, we conclude that the same pattern of convergence in the shadowing task and divergence after the shadowing task observed in the natural group for all features but schwa epenthesis, is underlying the HMM group, too.

The present experiment showed that German native speakers converge to various features ranging from segmental variation and local prosody to the word-based temporal structure and distribution of spectral energy when shadowing short sentences from natural voices. For segment-level features, like the ones we examined, accommodation had previously only been investigated in shorter, mono- or bisyllabic utterances (Babel, 2012; Dufour and Nguyen, 2013; Mitterer and Müsseler, 2013). We could show that such features are also picked up from longer utterances. The analysis of pitch accent realizations differed from an earlier approach investigating conversational speech (Schweitzer et al., 2017) in that it included the accent type. The assumption that nuclear pitch accents might cause a greater convergence effect due to their higher perceptual salience was not confirmed. An earlier approach to investigate the accommodation of the word-based distribution of spectral energy in conversational speech (Lewandowski, 2012) was expanded in this study to include the aspect of temporal structure, showing a convergence effect for the distribution of energy over spectral bands, even when convergence with respect to timing is already accounted for.

As the participants in the present experiment shadowed both a female and a male voice, we examined whether they showed a higher degree of accommodation to a model talker of the same or the opposite sex. However, no strong tendency could be observed, since only one case of increased convergence in mixed-sex pairs was found.

Regarding the comparison of natural and synthetic model speakers in speech shadowing, synthetic voices were found to induce accommodating behavior as well, but partly reduce the strength of effects found for the natural voices. One difference between the synthetic voices used in this study was that the diphone voices were perceived as generally more unnatural and unlikable than the HMM voices, which could be a source for different accommodating behavior towards them. The predominant pattern of accommodation for all voice types, however, was convergence during the interaction, followed by divergence after
the interaction. We conclude that phonetic accommodation does occur in human-computer interaction involving synthetic speech, but for the phonetic features and model voices examined here, to a lesser extent overall than in human-human interaction.
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Appendix

The following listing gives an overview of the text material used in the experiment. The underlined graphemes correspond to the three variations of segmental pronunciation. The words in bold type were used for the amplitude envelope analysis.

| [i:] vs. [e] |
| (1) Die Bestätigung ist für Tanja. |
| (2) Der Schädel sieht aber komisch aus. |
| (3) Ich mag die Qualität deiner Tasche. |
| (4) Wie viel Verspätung hat der Zug? |
| (5) War das Gerät sehr teuer? |

| [i] vs. [k] |
| (6) Es ist ganz schön staubig im Keller. |
| (7) Der König hält eine Rede. |
| (8) Ich bin sichtlich nach Schokolade. |
| (9) Kommt Essig in den Salat? |
| (10) Kommt Ludwig heute Abend mit? |

| [n] vs. [n̩] |
| (11) Wir reden ohne Unterbrechung. |
| (12) Wir besuchen euch bald wieder. |
| (13) Sie begleiten dich zur Taufe. |
| (14) Sind die Küchen immer so groß? |
| (15) Sind die Affen denn zutraulich? |
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